
Lucid Dreaming
Week 7 + 8

Set Up
Place a 30mm Ht 2, impassable, blocking Trickster Marker in the center of the board.

Each player hires 60 Soulstones worth of models. 

After both players have hired their Crews, but before choosing Schemes, both players reveal their Crews to the 
opponent. Starting with the youngest player, each player chooses one non-Leader model in the opponent’s crew 
and removes it and any Upgrades it had attached from the game; treat models removed from the game in this 
way as if they had never been in the opponent’s Crew. If this would rendered a player’s Crew illegal (such as punk 
zombies in a Crew containing a Toshiro that has been removed), the Crew is still considered to be legal. 

Continue removing models in this way, alternating players, until both players have removed a total of two models 
from the opponent’s Crew.

Players then select Schemes as normal.

Deployment
This scenario uses Blind Deployment (big rulebook page 80, rules manual page 100).

Victory
At the end of every Turn after the first, a Crew scores 1 VP if it killed or sacrificed at least one enemy model within 
6” of the Trickster Marker.

Shifting Loyalties
If this scenario is being played as part of a Shifting Loyalties Campaign, a Crew may use a (1) Interact Action while 
within 1” of the Trickster Marker to gain 2 Scrip. A model may not Interact with the Trickster Marker more than 
once per turn in this way. The player that lost this scenario may choose a model that still on the table at the end of 
the game (if any) and give it the Upgrade on the following page.

Description
After a long talk with the Dreamer, the Trickster has learned how to better control the reality-warping powers that 
first manifested when she arrived in Malifaux. In order to help her practice, the Dreamer has “borrowed” a few 
“volunteers” from their beds and dropped them into the middle of a battle without so much as a warning. With all 
the weirdness going on, this has to be a dream… right?
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Lucid Dreamer

This model gains the following Ability: 

Incorporeal: This model ignores, and is ignored by, 
other models and terrain during any movement or 
push. Reduce all damage this model suffers from 
Sh or Ml Attack Action by half.

This model gains the following Defensive Trigger: 

Df (M) It’s All A Dream: After this model fails, it 
may discard a card to reduce any damage dealt by 
the attack to 0.

Campaign, Skill
1

restrictions

Cost: SS

The trickster will undergo the following changes, depending upon which Faction wins this scenario:

• Guild: One moment, Hoffman was settling down in bed after a long day of filling out reports and double-
checking the day’s requisition requests. The next, he was unceremoniously dropped in the middle of 
a firefight… without his walking harness. Seeing him on the ground, the Trickster hurried to his side, 
helping him to his feet and shielding him from the worst of the battle with her magic. Once the battle was 
over, she helped him into a carriage and sent him on his way, thinking nothing more about the encounter. 
When Hoffman tracked her down a few days later, she was alarmed to realize that he was the head of the 
Guild’s Amalgamation Office. Fortunately, he still believed that she was a Guild guardsman, due to the 
skin she was wearing, and better yet, he had a gift of thanks for her: an aetheric device that would allow 
her to channel her chaotic magic into nearby machines, where it was unlikely to harm others. It was 
possible, he admitted after a bit of prodding, that such machines might experience “unintentional side 
effects” like sudden bursts of motion, but he was confident that she would not abuse the device in such a 
manner. The Trickster just smiled and assured him that nothing of the sort would ever happen.

• Resurrectionists: Though he wasn’t snatched out of his slumber like so many others, Yan Lo couldn’t 
help but be drawn to such a massive burst of magical power. He observed the battle from the sidelines, 
harvesting the souls of those who strayed too close to his vantage point, but always keeping his eyes 
on the Trickster. When the battle was over, he approached her and explained that he believed her to be 
the reincarnation of one of his ancient servants, a cunning and devious woman who manipulated the 
Imperial Court for the better part of a decade before the 
young Emperor had her executed. Amused by the idea that 
she might have been such a powerful woman in a previous 
life, the Trickster allows Yan Lo to cast a spell that will awaken 
the memories of her past life. They flash into her brain like 
a moving picture, awakening the ancestor’s soul within her 
and finally explaining the source of her seeming immortality. 
Armed with these new memories, she leaves with Yan Lo, who 
shepherds her through the difficult transition by giving her 
the enchanted diadem she once wore in her former life.
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• Arcanists: The man known as “the Captain” was just sitting down for a nice snifter of brandy when he 
was quite rudely snatched out of his apartment and dropped into a combat zone. Sighing at the thought 
of the open bottle that was no doubt evaporating back home, the Captain raised his hammer and resigned 
himself to a long, confusing battle with no real goal other than survival. When it was all over, it was just 
him and an attractive female guardsman, so he decided to straighten out his mustache, adopt his best 
smile, and saunter up to her with a clever quip about life in Malifaux being full of surprises. The woman 
proved to be admirably witty, and they spent the rest of the night exchanging flirtatious barbs with each 
other. Eventually, they got onto the topic of magic, at which point he demonstrated his own mastery over 
wind, showing off a bit to impress her. She quickly grasped the principles behind his magic and soon, the 
two of them were having fun with her air-blasting empty bottles that he tossed into the air. When morning 
came, they parted with a vow to meet again under less chaotic circumstances.

• Neverborn: Nytemare watched the boy play with his new friend from the shadows, taking stock of her 
abilities as she demonstrated them to the boy. Nytemare had thought that the Dreamer was the only one 
with such power, but the woman had a flicker of possibility to her… had she come to Malifaux twenty 
years earlier, she might even have been a better host than the boy. Still, with the return of Titania, he knew 
that the boy’s death was a possibility and that if such a thing were to happen, it would be beneficial to have 
a backup plan. Reaching out with one shadowy claw, the Tyrant marked the Trickster as one of his own, 
instilling a fragment of his power within her soul. Doing so diminished his power slightly, but it reasoned 
that allowing the woman to manipulate the dream realm, to improve upon the boy’s nightmares without 
his oversight, would sow the seeds for its continued presence in the world, should the worst come to pass.

• Outcasts: Aionus was just as surprised as anyone to find himself snatched out of time and brought to 
a very specific moment in Malifaux’s eternally crumbling present. He could sense the importance of 
the moment, but more than that, he could sense the hand of Tyrant subtly shaping events to its benefit. 
Intrigued, he watched as the battle played through its motions around them, gradually coming to realize 
that the woman might be useful to his plans. Moving between the seconds, he tucked a small pocket watch 
into her duster, then stepped back to watch the ripples his intervention had created in the future. Aionus 
saw her discovering the watch, learning how to use its time-altering magic, and finally, discovering how to 
unravel its power and add it to her own. Smiling, he stepped away, vowing to check back on her once time 
had caught up with his manipulations.
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• Gremlins: Being plucked from the Bayou and dropped into the middle of a raging battle would be enough 
to confuse any Gremlin, and Ophelia LaCroix was no exception. Fortunately, she always slept with at 
least three guns under her pillow (which was, in turn, stuffed with two additional guns), and the bullets 
were flying before she had fully realized just what was going on. Once just about everyone around her 
was dead, she approached the lone surviving Guild woman and demanded directions back to the swamp. 
Much to her amazement, the woman didn’t seem all that frightened of Ophelia, instead complimenting 
her on her amazing shooting and strange weapons. The little Gremlin was all too happy to “talk shop” with 
another woman, and by the time the Ophelia started back toward her home, the two of them had worked 
out designs for a prototype firearm that would let the Trickster channel her own particular sort of magic 
through its barrel. 

• Ten Thunders: Though she is incredibly annoyed to be plucked out of her bed and dropped into the 
middle of a battle, Misaki Katanaka nevertheless sees promise in the Trickster’s strange magic. After a 
brief discussion with the confident woman, Misaki eventually convinces the Trickster to come work with 
the Ten Thunders. With her guidance, the Trickster is able to reign in her powers to the point where she 
becomes capable of teleporting people to specific locations, allowing Misaki’s Torakage to bypass many of 
the magical wards that had previously been keeping them out of the strongholds of their enemies.


